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Dear Colleagues,

Presenting the third issue (volume 26) of Turkish Journal of Pathology in 2010, I would like to share 
some developments as usual. 

Application of the Journal to “U.S. National Library of Medicine/MeDLINe” for indexing was made 
in  June 3rd, 2010. We also wait for the final result from “Thomson Reuters/Science Citation Index” 
which we filed an application in May 2009.

I am glad to announce that Turkish Journal of Pathology is now indexed by “Pleksus/TURK 
MeDLINe-National Citation Index” and that, during the recent days of September, 2010 while 
preparing the latest issue, is accepted to “Türkiye Klinikleri/Turkiye Citation Index”.

We expect your participation to “Scientific Publishing Panel” which will be held in October 1st,       
2010 between 1.30 pm -3.30 pm at Hall A during the 20th National Congress of Pathology in 
eskişehir Osmangazi University Congress Center.

The lectures and topics to be discussed in the Panel are as follows: 

★ emin KANSU: How a scientific study should be prepared for publishing?
★ ergun KARAAĞAOĞLU: The use of statistical methods and most common errors in scientific 

articles.
★ Özlem KARACASU: The use of digital microphotography in scientific articles; how can we 

demonstrate our findings?
★ Aytaç YILDIZeLİ: Writing mistakes  in articles submitted to Turkish Journal of Pathology

We are all proud of the current status of the Turkish Journal of Pathology achieved by your 
cooperative efforts. As well as being indexed, we are aware of the importance and requirements of 
being consistent in the databases. We are willing to publish more original qualified articles reflecting 
the power and value of pathology in our geographic area. At this point, we still need the generous 
support of Pathology family.

Your encouraging messages as well as qualified articles submitted, relieve our tiredness.

I gratefully acknowledge the administrators, our masters and colleagues.

With my best regards,

Professor Şükrü Oğuz ÖzDAMAR, M.D.
editor-in-Chief
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